
ERAM User’s Manual 

1 Goal and features of the ERAM 

The Emotion Recognition Assessment by Multiple Modalities test (Laukka et al., 2021) aims at 

measuring people’s ability to recognize emotional communication in the face and the voice of persons. 

It provides an overall measure of recognition accuracy, as well as separate assessments of facial, 

vocal, and multimodal recognition accuracy. The instrument consists of a series of 72 brief audio-

video recordings of persons who show different emotions, taken from the GEMEP corpus (Bänziger et 

al., 2012). After each stimulus, participants are asked to select one emotion label from a list of 12 

emotions (Fig. 1). There are three blocks in total: 24 clips without sound, 24 sounds without picture, 

and 24 clips with sound and picture. The total duration of the test is 20 minutes. 
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Figure 1: ERAM response format 

 

2 Obtaining the ERAM for research purposes 

The ERAM is available for academic research purposes free of charge. Researchers who would like to 

use the tests are requested to complete the user agreement that can be downloaded here: 

https://www.unige.ch/cisa/emotional-competence/home/research-tools .  

The distribution of the tests is currently handled by the European Consortium for Research on 

Emotional Competence Assessment (EURECA) based at Ghent University in Belgium. The completed 

user agreement (signed and scanned) and a 1/2 page project description need to be sent to 

eureca@ugent.be . If all conditions specified in the user agreement are met, EURECA will share the 

requested test either via Qualtrics (Qualtrics is a registered trademark of Qualtrics, Provo, UT) or 

LimeSurvey (LimeSurvey Project Team/ Carsten Schmitz, 2012). If you do not have any experience 

with any of the two survey tools, we recommend using Qualtrics.  

https://www.unige.ch/cisa/emotional-competence/home/research-tools/
mailto:eureca@ugent.be


Please keep in mind that each new study requires a new application, even if you have previously 

received access for a different study. Access to the ERAM is granted for a maximum period of one 

year per study.  

  



 

Qualtrics version 

The Qualtrics version requires the researcher to have a Qualtrics account (please check with your 

research institution whether you have access). Please note: You cannot use the ERAM with the free 

trial account – you need to have the paid version.  

If you have a Qualtrics account through your institution, EURECA will share the ERAM with you and 

it will appear under “My Surveys” in your account.  

The researcher may not make copies of the survey without permission from the EURECA 

contact person. Other people involved in the study besides the researcher (e.g., research assistants) 

can be invited to collaborate in the survey with permission from EURECA. The survey can be adapted 

by the researcher for his or her specific needs (e.g., by adding questions before or after the test), but no 

changes to the instructions or the structure of the ERAM may be made (e.g., removing videos).  

The last item in the Qualtrics survey is a feedback page containing a table showing the proportion of 

correct answers the respondent gave for different presentation modalities (accuracy score in %). Please 

note that it is expected to get very unequal results for different presentation modalities. It is usually 

most difficult to recognize emotions in vocal expressions alone and most easy to recognize emotions 

with vocal and facial expressions shown together. In order to give you a comparison point, we 

indicated the lower and upper quartile for each presentation modality. Please delete this item if you do 

not want your participants to see any feedback.  

Please note that we do not provide support for Qualtrics-related issues. Please see the Qualtrics 

support page or contact the customer support if you have questions.  

Limesurvey version 

The researcher will receive a free account on the EURECA Limesurvey server which will contain a 

personal copy of the ERAM survey. He or she may not make copies of the survey without permission 

from the EURECA contact person, i.e., data needs to be collected with the survey created by 

EURECA. Other people involved in the study besides the researcher (e.g., research assistants) can 

request an extra account on the EURECA Limesurvey server to receive access to this survey. The 

survey can be adapted by the researcher for his or her specific needs (e.g., by adding questions before 

or after the test), but no changes to the instructions or the structure of the ERAM may be made (e.g., 

removing videos).  

If you do not want your participants to see any feedback (“accuracy score in %)”) at the end of the 

survey please delete or hide the “Feedback question" in the “Calculate score” group before you 

activate the survey. Don’t delete the “SUMx” questions in this group since these calculate the total 

score for each presentation modality in the background. 

To activate the survey click on the activate button  

On the next page click on Save / Activate Survey (you can leave the default settings). On the next 

screen you can choose between token based and open access mode (anonymous). With token based 

access mode you have to invite a respondent to participate so you can keep track of who completes the 

survey. With open access mode the url of the survey is fixed. For more information 

https://manual.limesurvey.org/Tokens/en 

 

https://manual.limesurvey.org/Tokens/en


Please note that we do not provide support for Limesurvey-related issues. Please consult the 

Limesurvey support forum if you have questions. (https://www.limesurvey.org/en/community-

services/forums) 

3 Results 

Qualtrics datafile and scoring 

We recommend downloading the data in SPSS format under “Export & Import”. At the end of this file 

a sum score (number of correct responses) is computed for each presentation modality: audio (aud-

score), visual (vns-score) and audio-visual (vid-score). Each sum score can be divided by the number 

of items (24) to calculate a mean score.  

For each item the file also contains the selected emotion (value from 1 to 12) and reaction time. 

For example, for the 24 items of the VNS (Video No Sound) block the file contains the following 

variables.  

A(1-24)_ERAM_VNS: the selected emotion (please refer to table 1 to find the corresponding emotion 

for each value, note that there is difference between the Qualtrics and Limesurvey version)  

A(1-24)_VNS_timspe_First_click: time in seconds between when the clip stopped playing and the 

participant selected an emotion (“reaction time”) 

Most other variables in the file represent the instructions of the ERAM and can be disregarded. 

Limesurvey datafile and scoring 

To export your data click on the data icon  and select “Responses & statistics”. The two main 

export formats available in Limesurvey can be found here.  

1. SPSS format   

2. CSV format (Comma Separated Values)  

 

We will explain both formats since the data layout is different. In the CSV format timing data is 

available which isn’t available in the SPSS format. If you don’t need the timing data we recommend 

downloading your data in the SPSS format. The table 1 and 2 in Appendix A can be used to deduce 

which emotion was selected for each item. 

SPSS format 

When exporting data to SPSS there are two filter options. You can select which data should be 

selected (all records/completed records only/incompleted records only) and for which SPSS version 

the export files will be used (prior version 16/16 or up).  

SPSS export includes two files:  

1. a syntax file (survey_xxxx_SPSS_syntax_file.sps) 

2. and a data file (survey_xxxx_SPSS_data_file.dat). 

The syntax file holds the commands that should be run to import the data. It is like a programming 

language inside SPSS. The data file contains a comma separated file with all data. 

Place the two files in the same folder on your drive (example: 

https://www.limesurvey.org/en/community-services/forums
https://www.limesurvey.org/en/community-services/forums


c:\data\survey_xxxx_SPSS_syntax_file.sps and c:\data\survey_xxxx_SPSS_data_file.dat)  

Open SPSS 

 Choose File->Open->Syntax 

 Choose the appropriate file: c:\data\survey_xxxx_SPSS_syntax_file.sps 

 Now the syntax opens. 

 Change the line that reads /FILE='survey_xxxx_SPSS_data_file.dat'  to include the path where 

the files are: /FILE='c:\data\survey_xxxx_SPSS_data_file.dat'  

 Now mark the whole command text and choose Run->All from the menu and after a while 

(please be patient) your dataset will open in a separate window. 
 save your dataset as a normal .sav file. 

In the SPSS file a sum score (number of correct responses in percent %) is computed for each 

presentation modality: audio (SUMA), visual (SUMV) and audio-visual mode (SUMAV) and a total 

score (SUMTOT). 

 

For each item the file contains a variable for the selected emotion (value from 1 to 12) and a variable 

for the score (0 or 1). 

ERAM_(“target name”)_X: the selected emotion (please refer to table 1 and 2 to find the 

corresponding emotion for each value and a list with target names, note that there is difference 

between the Qualtrics and Limesurvey version) 

 

Eval(“target name”): score (0 or 1)  

The target names itself contain the following information. 

actor ID + emotion portrayed by actor + video sequence ID 

For example for item 1: 06col313 means that this item was portrayed by actor 06 who is female and 

the correct emotion was anger (“col”).  

 

Target gender: Actors 01, 03, 04, 05, and 08 are male; 02, 06, 07, 09, and 10 are female. 

CSV format 

 

To export the data from Limesurvey click on the Export icon  and make the following selections 

in the “Export results”-options window.  

Format: CSV 

Heading: question codes 

Open the downloaded CSV file in Excel. You might notice that the data for each row, which 

represents one respondent, is split into multiple cells due to unwanted spaces. Before you can proceed 

to the next step you will have to concatenate the data to make sure that all data is located in the first 

column (A). All other columns should be empty (Appendix B screenshot 1). To split the data select the 

first column and select “Text to Columns” in the Data tab. Select “delimited data” in the wizard 

(screenshot 2) that opens and click next. Select a comma as data separator and a double quote as text 

qualifier (screenshot 3). On the next screen open the “Advanced settings” (screenshot 4 & 5) and 

change the decimal separator to a point and the thousands separator to nothing and click “Finish”.  

In the CSV file a sum score (number of correct responses in percent %) is computed for each 

presentation modality: audio (SUMA), visual (SUMV) and audio-visual mode (SUMAV) and a total 

score (SUMTOT). 



SUMA= round(sum(EvalA06int116, EvalA10sou123, EvalA04joi122, EvalA08col312, 

EvalA03inq122, EvalA09fie315, EvalA01pla113, EvalA07peu125, EvalA06joi122, EvalA04irr113, 

EvalA05int121, EvalA04sou117, EvalA01des313, EvalA04tri124, EvalA10irr112, EvalA08fie116, 

EvalA10col125, EvalA06tri123, EvalA04deg112, EvalA08peu112, EvalA02pla125, EvalA07inq113, 

EvalA10deg113, EvalA09des113)/24*100,0) 

SUMV=round(sum(Eval06col313, Eval07joi114, Eval01sou123, Eval03des124, Eval04irr213, 

Eval05pla121, Eval06peu111, Eval08fie125, Eval02deg125, Eval07irr1115, Eval06fie124, 

Eval04col122, Eval02int111, Eval05joi121, Eval03tri123, Eval09sou111, Eval01int212, 

Eval03peu125, Eval06des312, Eval04inq124, Eval05deg122, Eval09pla121, Eval02tri112, 

Eval10inq125)/24*100,0) 

SUMAV=round(sum(EvalAV07sou1212, EvalAV09irr121, EvalAV05tri119, EvalAV01joi114, 

EvalAV02des125, EvalAV04fie113, EvalAV10peu122, EvalAV02inq122, EvalAV06pla114, 

EvalAV09tri114, EvalAV10joi126, EvalAV01col126, EvalAV09deg113, EvalAV05irr121, 

EvalAV03sou121, EvalAV08pla213, EvalAV04peu112, EvalAV05des122, EvalAV02fie312, 

EvalAV06int3111, EvalAV05deg123, EvalAV07col312, EvalAV03int121, 

EvalAV01inq112)/24*100,0)  

SUMTOT=round(sum(SUMA,SUMV,SUMAV)/3,0) 

For each item the file contains a variable for the selected emotion (value from 1 to 12), a variable for 

the score (0 or 1) and a variable for the reaction time. 

ERAM_(“target name”)_X: the selected emotion (please refer to table 1 and 2 to find the 

corresponding emotion for each value and a list with target names, note that there is difference 

between the Qualtrics and Limesurvey version) 

 

Eval(“target name”): score (0 or 1) 

 

ERAM_(“target name”)Time: reaction time in seconds 

Most other variables in the file represent the instructions of the ERAM and can be disregarded. 

The target names itself contain the following information. 

actor ID + emotion portrayed by actor + video sequence ID 

For example for item 1: 06col313 means that this item was portrayed by actor 06 who is female, and 

the correct emotion was anger (“col”).  

 

Target gender: Actors 01, 03, 04, 05, and 08 are male; 02, 06, 07, 09, and 10 are female. 

  



Appendix A: 

Table 1: Values for each emotion in data file 

!Please note that there is difference between the Qualtrics and Limesurvey version! 

Selected emotion (value) 
Target emotion 

(Qualtrics) 
Target emotion 

(Limesurvey) 

1 Pride Anger (col) 

2 Joy Pride (fie) 

3 Pleasure Joy (joi) 

4 Relief Pleasure (pla) 

5 Interest Relief (sou) 

6 Irritation Interest (int) 

7 Anger Anxiety (inq) 

8 Disgust Fear (peu) 

9 Anxiety Despair (des) 

10 Fear Sadness (tri) 

11 Sadness Disgust (deg) 

12 Despair Irritation (irr) 

 

Table 2 

!Please note that there is difference between the Qualtrics and Limesurvey version! 

Visual block 

Item 
Target name (first 2 
numbers=actor ID) Target emotion 

Target answer (value) 
Qualtrics 

Target answer (value) 
Limesurvey 

1 06col313 Anger 7 1 

2 07joi114 Joy 2 3 

3 01sou123 Relief 4 5 

4 03des124 Despair 12 9 

5 04irr213 Irritation 6 12 

6 05pla121 Pleasure 3 4 

7 06peu111 Fear 10 8 

8 08fie125 Pride 1 2 

9 02deg125 Disgust 8 11 

10 07irr1115 Irritation 6 12 

11 06fie124 Pride 1 2 

12 04col122 Anger 7 1 

13 02int111 Interest 5 6 

14 05joi121 Joy 2 3 

15 03tri123 Sadness 11 10 

16 09sou111 Relief 4 5 

17 01int212 Interest 5 6 

18 03peu125 Fear 10 8 

19 06des312 Despair 12 9 

20 04inq124 Anxiety 9 7 

21 05deg122 Disgust 8 11 

22 09pla121 Pleasure 3 4 

23 02tri112 Sadness 11 10 

24 10inq125 Anxiety 9 7 



Audio block 

1 06int116 Interest 5 6 

2 10sou123 Relief 4 5 

3 04joi122 Joy 2 3 

4 08col312 Anger 7 1 

5 03inq122 Anxiety 9 7 

6 09fie315 Pride 1 2 

7 01pla113 Pleasure 3 4 

8 07peu125 Fear 10 8 

9 06joi122 Joy 2 3 

10 04irr113 Irritation 6 12 

11 05int121 Interest 5 6 

12 04sou117 Relief 4 5 

13 01des313 Despair 12 9 

14 04tri124 Sadness 11 10 

15 10irr112 Irritation 6 12 

16 08fie116 Pride 1 2 

17 10col125 Anger 7 1 

18 06tri123 Sadness 11 10 

19 04deg112 Disgust 8 11 

20 08peu112 Fear 10 8 

21 02pla125 Pleasure 3 4 

22 07inq113 Anxiety 9 7 

23 10deg113 Disgust 8 11 

24 09des113 Despair 12 9 

Audio-Visual block 

1 07sou1212 Relief 4 5 

2 09irr121 Irritation 6 12 

3 05tri119 Sadness 11 10 

4 01joi114 Joy 2 3 

5 02des125 Despair 12 9 

6 04fie113 Pride 1 2 

7 10peu122 Fear 10 8 

8 02inq122 Anxiety 9 7 

9 06pla114 Pleasure 3 4 

10 09tri114 Sadness 11 10 

11 10joi126 Joy 2 3 

12 01col126 Anger 7 1 

13 09deg113 Disgust 8 11 

14 05irr121 Irritation 6 12 

15 03sou121 Relief 4 5 

16 08pla213 Pleasure 3 4 

17 04peu112 Fear 10 8 

18 05des122 Despair 12 9 

19 02fie312 Pride 1 2 

20 06int3111 Interest 5 6 

21 05deg123 Disgust 8 11 

22 07col312 Anger 7 1 

23 03int121 Interest 5 6 

24 01inq112 Anxiety 9 7 



 

Appendix B 

screenshot 1 

 

 

screenshot 2 

 

  



 

screenshot 3 
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screenshot 5 

 

 


